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Dear Editor.
III Mr. Yefim KOLlyar', article "Re-

verse Engineering" in til Jul,y/August
issue.I found an error lintil '~onnula used
[0 calculate the ACt = ACluallead from
the ASL = Assumed lead.

The eoneetferrnula should read ACL
= ASL *0 ... error/(£:ace*tan(BHA), - er-
ror». instead 'ofACL = ASL ...*(1...errorl
fa e*ta.n(BHA».

The formula i derived.as follow :
1) FG = A~*DElA~ = AF"'BC/AD
2) AD - AB - BD =AB ·EC, since DEI
/BC array AB = BC*tanBHA substi·
tuting in the identity (2)1give: AD =
BC*tan BHA -EC = Face"'tanBHA -
error,

Therefore, from I( 1) we derive:
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3)FC = AF*BC/(B *tanB.HA - EO. =
7t*BB*/(Face*tanBHA • error)
4) A~;;;;;;FH*tanBHA or 7t*BD =
ASL *tanBHA.

Substituting in (3) x*SD we get
FG=ASt"'tanB H A'" Facel

(Face"'tanBHA - error) -
ASL "'Face*llmBHA/
(F,'lce*tanBHA - error)
This equation can. be arranged in th

forms:
FG = (ASt *Face"'tanBHA.- error +
elTOr)/(Facc"'tanBHA - error)

which gives the wanted 'equation,
S) ACL = ASL*(t + error/ (Faoe'"
lanBHA - error).
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lam sure th-<lt Mr. Kotlyar has h.isil pays because the rogue gears can be
formularight and the error is the result of intercepted before they are built into
a typo, therefore, he will pardon my equipment. Statistical checking is not
intrusion. normally used, partly becau ethe ob-
Sante Basili. V.P. jective is to weed out the 5% of poor
SU America, Inc. gear in lead of having to tighten toler-

ance expen ively,ancl partly because
S.P. te ling is now so fast, it is relatively
cheap.

Cycle times for testing can easily be
faster than 2/mi.nute.,and if many gears
are being te ted. a special purpose tester
can be set. up at 20% of the cost of'atest
which does "everything".

An additional advantage of S.F. test-
ing is that, unlike double flank te ling,
it can be done at fun load quite cheaply,
either on a development rig or 'on a
production test rig, and this gives addi-
tional information about the effects of

Mr. Kotlyar replies:
Dr. Basili is right: The correct formula

for determining an actual lead should be
ACL = ASL*(1 + Error!

F.ace*Tan{BHA) -Errorj),

The formula used in the article. ACL
'" ASL *( W+ Error(Face*Tan (BHA»).
i an apprexirnation forrnula which has
ome degree of inaccuracy. Forexample,

let's assumea gearof2S0 helix angle, 1"
face width, and with an error detected
during lead check of om" .

Results calculated by th correct f01-

mula are
ACL '" ASL *( + .0I/( I.*tan(25) - .0]))
= ASL*1.02191.
Resultscalculated by the approxima-

Lionformula are:
ACL = ASL *(1 + .01/(1*tan(25)) =

ASL*L02144.
As you can see, the inaccuracy for

the leadcorrection multiplier appears only
inthefourthdigitafterthedecimalpoau If
!he Lead error detected olillle inspection
machine is .001". then the inaccuracy
would be even smaller. appearing only j,n
the sixth digit aflerthe decimal point.

Nevertheless, it is conceivable that
the use of Dr. Basili's more precise f01-

mula would result in afewer number of
iterations for determining actual lead.

Dear Editor:
May I reinforce what my namesake

Robert E. Smith said in your September!
October issue about the use of single
flank testing?

Single flank testing i e ential for
worm and bevel gears if noise or vibra-
tion is a problem, and al 0 for parallel
axi gears if noise is a problem in a
erirical installation or if accuracy mat-
ters.es for printing problem .

In Britain orne companies already
use 100% checking ofS.. and find that

torque on load sharing betweenteeth
and on the effects of alignment between
teeth all noise levels.

Some British firms have already
found that they need a "commercial"
S..F. tester asa production control and
an additional cheap "high speed" set
far use in their development test shop ..
On a long and complicated gear train,
ocb a that ana large printer, it isa

great advantage to be able to measure
accuracy between shafts 30 meters
apart directly at any speed up La fun
speed.

Although AGMA has not yet estab-
Iished tolerances for S.F. tests, DIN specs
have listed them. la practice. however,
..pecifications are little help. but a couple
of sets of gears built into equipment
rapid[y establishes allowable tolerance
on a production line.

The great advantage of S.. test-
ing is that. for noise control, it is so
much faster (cheaper) and easier than
using separate pitch, involute, and
helix check, that it is by far the most
economical way of keeping a check
on ubcontractors, In time it lis the
economics which will lead to much
greater use.
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